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Abstract— The previous research in the area of security tells that many password hashes are vulnerable to 

hackers. Honeywords(fake passwords) are suitable to detect attacks against hashed password databases. 

Honeyword approach stores the number of password for each user account in order to detect the existence of 

an attacker. Proper honeywords selection accidents an adversary for stealing a file of hashed passwords, 

because an adversary can not sure whether the password is real or a fake for any account. The 

HoneyChecker (a secure server) is used to distinguish between a user’s real password between the 

honeywords of each user.  However, an attacker made attempt login with different kind of combinations 

generated from hashed password database if it is a honeyword, additionally the system will take appropriate 

actions against attacker, that specific actions set by an administrator. In this survey paper, study, we study the 

honeyword generation methodology and different attacking scenarios as well as different related approach to 

the honeywords  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Password also called as Secret word is the most essential resource for login during the time spent client 

confirmation. To handle a security of the framework passwords assumes a noteworthy part. In any case, clients 
pick simple passwords that can be effortlessly anticipated by the aggressors. It turns out to be much simpler for 

the aggressors to split a watchword hash. A foe can recover a client's secret key by applying savage power 

assault on watchword hash. After recuperating the watchword no server can see any unlawful client validation. 

To shield against the first secret key records Honeywords assumes a vital part. It gives guard against the stolen 

secret key records. In particular, honeywords are sham passwords put in the secret word record of a 

confirmation server to mislead the assailants. Honeywords appears like standard, client chose passwords. A 

supplementary administration called a honeychecker checks whether a secret key entered by a client at the 

season of login is her actual watchword or a honeyword. In such honeyword framework, a client's given secret 

word is put away arbitrarily alongside the honeywords. 

 

In the previous years, disclosure of secret word documents is an extreme security challenge that has 

influenced a large number of clients and organizations like RockYou, Adobe, LinkedIn, eHarmony and Yahoo 
[1], [2], as spilled passwords make the clients focus of numerous conceivable digital assaults. Such late 

occasions have demonstrated that the frail watchword stockpiling strategies are at present set up on numerous 
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web destinations. Case in point, SHA-1 calculation were utilized by LinkedIn passwords without a salt and 

eHarmony framework additionally utilized unsalted hashes [5]. In the event that a watchword record is stolen, 

utilizing the secret word breaking systems like the calculation in [6] the greater part of the plaintext passwords 

can be effectively caught.  

 

Honeypot is the surely understood technique to recognize the event of a secret key database break. This 
methodology purposefully makes fake client records to decoy adversaries and recognizes a secret word exposure, 

for this any of the honeypot passwords is utilized [7], [8]. This thought is further changed by Herley [9], with 

the goal to shield internet managing an account accounts from watchword beast power assaults. Bojinov et al. in 

[10] presented the utilization of baits strategy for building the robbery safe. It is called as Kamouflage. Here, the 

misdirection secret word sets are put away with the genuine client watchword set to conceal the genuine 

passwords, so that a foe needs to do a generous measure of online work before getting the right data. Juels and 

Rivest [3] as of late introduced the honeyword instrument to distinguish a foe who endeavors to login with split 

passwords. 

 

In this paper we discuss about different honeyword generation methodology as well as well as discuss 

different kind of attacking scenarios. 

Remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: Section II details the possible attack scenarios. 
Section III reviews the various previous research papers regarding honeyword based systems. Finally, in section 

Section IV we conclude the paper.  

II. ATTACK SCENARIOS 

There are six possible attack scenarios relating to passwords. They are as follows: 

A. Stolen files of password hashes 

A foe takes the document of secret key hashes. Further, utilizing disconnected from the net beast power 

calculation he gets the right passwords. An enemy can take the secret word hash records on various frameworks, 

or on single framework at different times.  

B. Easily guessable password 

An impressive division of clients select passwords so ineffectively that a foe can without much of a stretch 

mimic in any event a few clients of a framework by attempting logins with regular passwords. User enter 

personal details as a password. Foe just collect your personal information to get access into private system. So 

whenever user assign password it’s not easily guessable. 

C. Visible password 

Foe sees the client's secret key when it being entered, or a foe sees it on a yellow stickie on a screen. A one-

time watchword generator like RSA's SecureID token gives great assurance against this risk. 

D. Same password for many system or services 

A few clients utilize the same secret key on numerous frameworks, thus if his watchword is broken on one 

framework, it can likewise be broken on others. 

E. Password stolen from user 

By bargaining endpoint gadgets, similar to telephones or tablets, a foe may learn client passwords utilizing 

malware or by executing phishing assaults against clients. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this section first summarize the concept of honeyword and get related work done by some authors. Then 

discuss about honeyword generation methodology. The basic yet sharp thought behind the study, is insertion of 

false passwords which is called as honeywords connected with every client's record. An adversary endeavours to 

get the secret key rundown, he/she recovers numerous password contender for every record and she can't make 

sure about which password is certifiable. At the point when an adversary endeavours to login with a honeyword, 

framework overseer distinguishes the secret word records. 

 
Juels and Rivest [3] propose a basic technique for enhancing the security of hashed passwords: the support of 

extra "honeywords" connected with every client's record. A foe who takes a file of hashed passwords and 

transforms the hash capacity can't tell on the off chance that he found secret key or a honeyword. The 

endeavored utilization of a honeyword for login sets off  an alert. A helper server can recognize the client secret 

key from honeywords for the login schedule, and will set off  an alert if a honeyword is submitted.  
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Imran Erguler [11] have investigated the security of the honeyword framework and tended to various flaws 

that should be taken care of before fruitful acknowledgment of the plan. In this appreciation, we have brought 

up that the quality of the honeyword framework straightforwardly relies on upon the era calculation, i.e. flatness 

of the generator calculation decides the shot of recognizing the right secret word out of particular sweetwords. 

They likewise give system to resistance against. They clarify diverse honeyword era technique told about 
shortcoming and focal points of honeyword era strategies 

 

Rao, Shrisha [12] discuss strategy for PC framework security is suggested that uses a failword, which is a 

watchword like string that tricks the malignant client, and does not ready him that he is not increasing 

appropriate access. A failword is indistinct to the malevolent client from a secret key in its evident usefulness, 

yet has an alternate genuine utility. Failword security is executed by picking an arrangement of failwords, by 

isolating the framework information into two sets: the open information set which is not ensured, and the shut 

information set which is, by making a distraction information set that mirrors the shut information set, and by 

reasonably redesigning these sets. 

 

Bojinov, Bursztein, Boyen and Boneh [4] explain methodology about Kamouflage: Loss-safe Password 

Management is a framework to secure the secret word database on a cell phone from assaults that are frequently 
disregarded by conveyed watchword administrators. The framework influences our insight into client 

watchword determination conduct to generously build the normal online work required to abuse a stolen secret 

key database 

 

Genc, Kardas and Sabir [10] said that honeyword framework is not a complete answer for the secret word 

administration issue. The accompanying situations ought to likewise be viewed as First A foe can contaminate 

the entire framework, and take in the record of genuine secret word among sweetwords of a client and Second 

An enemy can take the sweetwords of a client and submit on another frameworks which does not utilize 

honeywords. they recommend fallowing change first number of honeywords of a client second producing 

grammatical error safe honeywords Third overseeing old passwords and presented an upgraded honeywords 

framework which might be an answer for the dynamic assaults issue. 
 

Yuill, Zappe, Denning and Feer [13] This paper presents intrusion-detection device named honeyfiles. 

Honeyfiles are goad records proposed for programmers to get to. The documents dwell on a record server, and 

the server sends a caution when a nectar document is gotten to. For instance, a honeyfile named "passwords.txt" 

would lure to generally programmers. The record server's end-clients make honeyfiles, and the end-clients get 

the honeyfile's cautions. Honeyfiles can expand a system's inward security without unfavorably influencing 

typical operations. The honeyfile framework was tried by sending it on a honeynet, where programmers' 

utilization of honeyfiles was watched. 

 

In paper [14] author present honey encryption (HE), a basic, general way to deal with encoding messages 

utilizing low min-entropy keys, for example, passwords. HE is intended to create a ciphertext which, when 

decoded with any of various incorrect keys, yields conceivable looking yet false plaintexts called honey 
messages. A key benefit of HE is that it gives security in situations where too little entropy is accessible to 

withstand beast power assaults that attempt each key; in this sense, HE gives security past routine animal power 

limits. HE can likewise give a support against halfway revelation of high min-entropy keys 

 

IV. HONEYWORD GENERATION METHODS  

A. Juels and R. L. Rivest [3] categorize the honeyword generation techniques into two gatherings. The main 

gathering is legacy-UI (client interface) strategies and the second one is modified-UI techniques whose 

password-change UI is modified to allow better password/honeyword generation. An example of second 

category is Take-a-tail strategy. This approach appends the randomly chose tail as a postfix to her entered 

password and the outcome turns into the clients new password. Such strategy reinforces the password yet it 

appears to be impractical by clients perspective because a few clients even overlook the passwords that they 
have chosen. In this manner, the study that we led is constrained with the legacy-UI methods. 

A. Chaffing-by-tweaking 

Utilizing chaffing by tweaking strategy, the using client password generates Honeywords. First take password 

from user after that select position of character which should be from starting or from ending position. After 

selection of that position we shuffle character from password. There is some limit while generation of 

honeyword because if its dosent there is chance that honeywords allocate lot of memory while generating 
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honeywords. Every character of a client password in foreordained positions is supplanted by an arbitrarily 

picked character of the same sort: digits are supplanted by digits, letters by letters, and exceptional characters by 

extraordinary characters. There is each other methodology with regards to this technique i.e. "chaffing-by-

tweaking-digits". It changes the last t positions having digits. In any case, numerous clients have the propensity 

to pick the password having unique date. For instance, birthdate, chronicled occasion or commemoration date. 

Along these lines, chaffing by tweaking is utilized, it can offer indication to an enemy to separate the right 
password. Thusly, chaffing by tweaking is not ready to satisfy the points of honeyword plan. 

B. Chaffing-with-a-password-model 

This model permits the generator calculation to acknowledge the password from the client and to deliver the 

honeywords in view of a probabilistic model of genuine passwords [3]. The model in [4] is given as a case for 

this strategy named as the demonstrating language structure. This model comprises of the password, splitted into 

character sets. On the off chance that the username and the password is co-related, the password can be 

effortlessly recognized from the honeywords. E.g., the password Macman123 with a username Macman can be 

effectively recognized from the comparing honeywords. 

C. Chaffing with tough nuts 

Tough nuts are nothing but the extra string added into the plain text. In this honeyword generation 

methodology system insert some tough word into the password so it’s difficult to crack password from hash 

files. So whenever password inserted by user there is some special string so and salt with original password so at 

that time it’s difficult to get original password. Using this method there is chance that attacker ignore the tough 

nuts. 

D. Hybrid Method 

Authors in [3] discussed the method combine different methods of honeyword generations like chaffing with 

tough nuts and chaffing with password model. With help of hybrid method generates more complex honeywords 

which does not crack easily by foe because every time foe considers that one of honeyword generation 

methodology used so every time he tries to crack defined methodology but it’s difficult to consider how many 

methodology combines to generates honeyword. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

      In this paper, we have surveyed different honeyword generation techniques. We have also seen different 

types of attack scenarios. Compared to traditional password based schemes, Honeyword based schemes are 

more popular due to its advantages. Also authors have to tell us lot of technologies in which honeyword 

technology must use. In future we would like to develope a honeyword generation technique with different kind 
of mapping function. As well as we make hash function more complex so whenever foe get hash file of 

password he does not get plaintext easily. 
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